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   Human society has entered a new era ----. Age of information . Chinese input 
methods are important tools to improve the level of information technology for the 
entire Chinese nation. The specificity of the Chinese character needs special input 
tools for information. For the goals to get information quickly for people, the 
government has always considered the Chinese input methods as a key scientific and 
technological project and encouraged the whole society to participate in the research 
and development of them. During 30 years, Chinese input methods have become a 
special industry --- the Chinese input method industry. In this paper, for the current 
Chinese input methods ,I revealed their shortcomings and problems using the 
Professor Weng’s  theory of the business models innovation ,and proposes my 
perspectives and views for resolving them. 
 This article includes six chapters, the main contents of each chapter are as follow: 
Chapter I:  Introduction. Including the background of this paper, the scope of the 
study, research contents and methods;Introducing briefly Professor Weng’s  theory 
for business model innovation; Chapter II:  Chinese input methods industry and 
marketing. Focusing on the analysis for Chinese input method industry and the 
marketing of this industry; Chapter III: Analysis and evaluation for the existing 
business model of Chinese input methods. By the theory of business model innovation, 
researching the value of current Chinese input method industry; Chapter IV: 
Exploring the future business model innovation of the Chinese input methods industry. 
Proposing new solutions for the defects of existing the Chinese input method; Chapter 
V：Conclusion . Summing up the paper.  
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第一章  绪论 
第一节 选题背景 研究范围、内容和方法 论文结构 
一、选题背景 
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第二节 商务模式和商务模式创新相关理论综述 
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表 1：核心界面的要素分类 
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